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When mathematics whiz Joshua began behaving bizarrely at the age of four, his parents pursued
help from the medical community. Driven to help other families steer clear of the needless
suffering they endured, his mom, Lori Suthar, chronicles the details of their son's two-yr
nightmare in Joshua's Missing Peace. He had a severe, but treatable, autoimmune reaction to a
strep infection, known as PANDAS. His behavior worsened, as do his educational abilities.
Frightened and disappointed, his parents researched solutions, finally piecing together the
lacking puzzle pieces, discovering the true nature of Joshua's mysterious illness. Their loveable
boy was turning out to be a psychotic stranger before their eyes. As Joshua's symptoms elevated,
so did the medicine. Both parents, getting holistic in nature, were horrified by the adjustments in
their brilliant boy. He was evaluated by neurologists, psychiatrists, psychologists and therapists
and was recommended psychotropic medications to manage his symptoms. Her unique humor
is laced through the entire book, as she shares this inspiring story with her readers.
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Greyson My 13 year old son was identified as having PANDAS in-may 2013. In February 2013 my
son went to the doctor every week. Thank you Lori for sharing your tale. He changed over night. I
read the publication in one sitting down on an night that I was looking for answers and laughed
when I read the explanation of Joshua's books. Our doctor didn't believe he previously PANDAS
and place my son on Zoloft. Thankfully we now have an excellent doctor. We just got his tonsils
out, he's acquiring Augmentin everyday and doing better. This book just proved that we are not
alone. Many thanks! Thank you for sharing.!! Joshua's Missing Peace is the true story of 1
couple's journey in seeking answers for his or her son.! Wouldn't head to school, wouldn't head
to basketball. Her power and capability to stay encouraging to her son even while she was sense
quite discouraged was encouraging if you ask me aswell. The Suthar's spirituality, in addition to,
their medical backgrounds were especially helpful and validating as I was looking for
confirmation. I will share this book with my family and close friends. Joshua Suthar does not
have an incurable disorder to have a problem with for the others of his lifestyle, but a rare and
severe, yet still treatable, version of Strep Throat. This book reveals the guesswork that our
"Doctors" do every day in the practice of medicine. The trip of this family is normally both
heartbreaking and inspiring.Nonetheless it wasn't simply my over-emotional mother reaction -
the book was overly busy and fascinating. This book is worth reading for every parent. It will
offer you hope, strength and hopefully cause you to a solution. Great tale of a parents have a
problem with a child sick with PANDAS and how to persevere to get doctors and treatment Great
story! Finally, Lori, Joshua's mother, read the tale of another child who had opted through most
of the same specific things because of a severe edition of strep throat, known as PANDAS. I
believe Lori sets an excellent example in this reserve of how to be a parent. awesome book This
was an incredible book. I couldn't put it down and completed it in 2 times. Finally, the 4th week
they stabbed him and he previously step. It has really helped me understand my own sons
situation and understand that there is a remedy and gave me wish. Very well written and
interesting reserve for any parent. This publication was engaging, captivating, and I believe
would easily hit near home for many. I didn't sleep until I got eventually to the end!Yes, I'm a
mother, so this impinged on me personally deeply. I could barely stand experiencing this
mother's love, dread, guilt, and sadness vicariously, and I burned with anger when doctors allow
her son down, going with the easy-but-so-harmful "treat all" of psychiatric medicines which kept
this little boy from being himself for years. It makes you wonder how many other families are
going through the same travails. It had been a page turner and I would recommend it to anyone
who wants a good story, but needless to say, specifically for any family that is struggling with
behavioral issues after a strep throat any stage before. The publication offers motivated me to
share the book and the info wherever I can.Super helpful, informative, amazing, and emotional
book. A great read! Encouraging true story! Thank you for authoring Joshua As a mom in the
midst of a similar crisis, Joshua's story is crucially supportive. This family members experienced
several doctors and medicines, all the while not seeing much improvement in their child, Joshua.
Congrats on your achievement in finding the proper diagnosis and treatment for your child. She
had Joshua examined for this, and finally treated, resulting in the improvement that they had
long been seeking.I browse this book throughout one evening--I really couldn't put it down. As a
mother, I could relate the concerns and treatment that Lori Suthar has for her son. Four Stars
Interesting I could barely stand experiencing this mother's love, fear This story completely
captivated me and I could not put it down. After treatment, Joshua undergoes amazing
improvement and recovery. Read and Share this Book! Inspiring! With different disorders on the
rise, and medicines being distributed now more than ever, this book comes with a wide potential



target audience.Through the entire story, Lori reassures Joshua of her unconditional love for
him. She tells him often that she'll not give up him, also through his very most severe of days. It's
an motivation to everyone who is going through this with their child or is wanting to know if the
youngster could have this disease. I've the same category and need to be in a certain mindset to
handle our reality. I think any parent who offers struggled with a behavioral problems from their
child can read this publication and find encouragement, whether the youngster has PANDAS or
not.I received a free copy of this book in trade for my honest review. I highly recommend this
publication for all audiences. As an elementary college teacher who has taught unique
education, I am appalled at the way children are drugged for behavioral issues. It never occurred
to me that a few of these issues could possibly be bacterial infections. It appears that western
medicine often looks for symptom relief, yet the causes and true cures remain a mystery. It
makes me question about the rise of autism, ADHD, Oppositional defiant disorder and more. I
recommend this book for almost all audiences I read this publication in 2 hours, couldn't put it
straight down! It talks about the struggles of parenting and the immense challenges of not
knowing how exactly to help one's kid with a genuine perspective and in the long run, triumphs
with knowledge and faith. On top of that, it comes with a happy ending. Well told story that
pulled me in and kept my interest before last page. More importantly, it educates the reader
about PANDAS, a devastating condition few have noticed which is curable. This is not very
common, but imagine if it can be the answer to helping anybody child?
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